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Open Table

- Shared schedule with everybody’s club schedule on it.
  - Eric will send out an email to the presidents letting them know how to access the SLP Club Calendar.
  - Calendar made to avoid scheduling conflicts
- Storage
  - Not many people at the storage meeting with provost. The provost did not seem to be serious with students, according to AITP Smith
  - For the electronics and mechanical areas, still working on the storage space issue
  - We took advantage of the options and solutions given to us about storage.
- Transportation issues
  - Budget draining for club sports
  - Complicated because of insurance
  - People are needed to work along with WSG
  - For transportation, adviser needs to be certified
  - If we take in the idea of combing club moneys to purchase one bus for all the clubs to use, what exactly would the bus be used for because the bus takes up much of the budgets
- Committees will be formed in order to address the concerns
  - People who sign up for a committee are needed to be active within the committee meetings
- Gym Time / Field Space
  - Ultimate Frisbee Club needs times and space for their practices. The weather outside isn’t going to be as cooperative in the coming season.
  - Dance Team requires space for their practices.
    - Could Simmons Dance Studio be a possibility?
  - Suggestion for posting the gym use time on the gym and also posting up when times are free in the gym.
  - Field time with sufficient lighting and also safe are needed
- Suggestion to interact with Northeastern Student Government
  - Create link between WSG and NSG...
- Food Policy for Events
  - The banquet kills the budget clubs have.
  - For pub/restaurant areas, the sponsors would look more on the pub part of the place rather than the restaurant part
  - The pizza that was purchased was paid in full. There was no discount of any sort.
  - Picking up food is available for certain types of food. This is to avoid laboring costs. For banquets they probably will not let someone pick up the food, they will do deliver.
  - Any catering per the contract goes through Chartwells
  - Loophole – People making their own dishes have worked in the past.
- Printing/Software
  - All labs at Wentworth have Photoshop
  - The lab computers are accessible to everyone
  - Times for the lab use might not be compatible with the club’s times
  - Suggestion for an actual club computer lab, meant specifically for clubs
- Dreamweaver, Photoshop, Illustrator
- There is a computer that could be made available during SLP hours with the software installed in them.
- Also a sign out system could be possible, with a laptop that has the software being able to sign out and sign in. It will also have a specific time limit for signing out.

- Open House
  - Make sure sufficient amounts of tables for all the clubs